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Definitions
Accident Prediction Value (APV): A calculated value intended to predict the likelihood of a crash occurring
over a given period of time given conditions at a railroad crossing.
Accident Prediction Value (APV) Capacity: A percentage of the calculated APV to the threshold APV for a
given railroad crossing. This is used to determine how close the crossing’s calculated APV is to the value that
would require consideration of the next level of protection.
Accident Prediction Value (APV) Threshold: The APV value that, given the existing protection at a railroad
crossing, would indicate a need to increase the crossing protection to the next level of traffic control.
Active Traffic Control, or Active Crossing Protection: Traffic control devices at a railroad crossing that is
activated by detection of an approaching train. These include flashing lights and/or automatic gates.
At-Grade Crossing: A railroad crossing where road and/or pathway facility intersect at the same elevation and
user’s travel paths are in direct conflict. Users must take turns to use the crossing, which may cause delay as
one user waits for another. For example, a driver may have to stop and wait for a train to exit the crossing
before proceeding.
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT): A measurement of the number of vehicles traveling on a segment of
highway each day, averaged over the year.
Branch Line: A secondary railway track that diverges from a longer line to service local access or specific
destinations off the main line.
Diagnostic Team (DT): A group of experienced individuals from parties of interest in a railroad-highway
crossing organized to perform a study to evaluate conditions at railroad-highway crossings to make
recommendations for safety improvements at the crossing(s).
Environmental Assessment (EA): A document that reviews project alternatives, considering the
environmental impacts and the purpose and need of the project. An EA results in either a Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) or a determination that an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is needed. An EA
is a requirement of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for actions using federal funds that result or
may result in a significant effect on the human environment.
Exposure Factor: The product of vehicular AADT and train movements that may correlate to the probability of
conflicts and vehicular delay and used as a qualitative measurement to compare the general difference
between the separate crossings.
Hazard Index (HI): A qualitative rating of relative safety at rail crossings. The Hazard Index computes a rating
based on vehicle traffic, train traffic, and a traffic control factor.
Passive Traffic Control, or Passive Crossing Protection: Traffic control at a railroad crossing involving only
signs and pavement striping.
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Private Crossing: An at-grade crossing located where the tracks cross a travel way, but the road does not meet
conditions for public crossing. Private crossings usually restrict public use by an agreement which the railroad
has with the property owner, or by gates or similar barriers.
Public Crossing: An at-grade crossing located where the tracks cross a road which is under jurisdiction of and
maintained by a public authority and which is open to public travel.
Rail Yard: A network of railroad tracks used in loading, unloading, switching, storage, and preparing railroad
cars.
Rail Depot: The location and facilities where train engines and railroad cars are stored or maintained when not
in active operation.
Rail Transit Station: A facility that serves the primary function of boarding and alighting passengers to and
from trains.
Safety Stop: A full stop performed and required for buses and heavy trucks before entering any crossing,
except those signed “Exempt”, regardless of visible conflicts at the crossing. During a safety stop, the
approaching vehicle stops at the typical stopping location and observes in all directions to confirm that no
train or other vehicle is entering the crossing.
Separated Grade Crossing: A railroad crossing where road and/or pathway facilities intersect but at different
elevations, either due to bridges, tunnels, or other shifts in elevation. At separated grade crossings, the users’
paths are not in direct conflict and all users can use the crossing at once, with no delay caused by waiting for
another user to exit the crossing.
Sight Distance: The length of unobstructed vision between the operator of a vehicle and the first instance of
an approaching vehicle or train that is on an intersecting path.
Sight Triangle: An area free of obstructions, which allows a vehicle approaching a railroad-highway crossing to
safely observe an approaching train.
Traffic Control Devices: Signs, road markings, traffic signals, or other similar devices that are used to
communicate expected actions of users of a facility, such as motor vehicles, bicycles, pedestrians, or rail.
Devices are used to warn, guide, or control the operation of users to improve safety or operations.
Skew: The smallest angle between the railroad tracks and vehicular or pedestrian travel way at a crossing.
Vehicle Storage: The distance before and after a railroad crossing that is required to safely contain vehicles
stopped at the crossing.
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1

Plan Background and Purpose

1.1

Background

The Alaska Railroad Corporation (ARRC) extends between Seward, Anchorage, and Fairbanks, providing for the
transport of goods to support military and civilian operations, including the construction of the Trans-Alaskan
Pipeline System, and passenger service. As business and land development has expanded and transportation
routes, such as roadways, trails, and pathways, have been constructed across the railroad, conflicts between
trains and vehicles or non-motorized modes of transportation have increased, also creating congestion on the
roadways when a train is using the crossing. Today, the 656 miles of the Alaska Railroad corridor encompasses
over 470 rail/road and rail/non-motorized facility crossings, most of which are at-grade crossings.
Approximately 16% of the rail/road crossings along the Alaska Railroad are located within the urbanized area
of the Fairbanks North Star Borough (FNSB), including the cities of Fairbanks and North Pole. In 1985, the FNSB
prepared the Fairbanks Railroad Industrial Area (FRIA) Relocation Report, which advocated for the relocation
of the railroad track, rail yard, and industrial customers outside of the Fairbanks urban core area. Several
subsequent studies have looked at the relocation of the railroad track in more detail, and an environmental
assessment has been prepared for Phase 1, which would relocate the railroad track outside of the core area of
North Pole. A Memorandum of Agreement (MOU) between FNSB and ARRC regarding efforts to support the
relocation was signed in 2007. The very long-range plan, particularly if the track beyond the FAST Planning
area is expanded, is to relocate the mainline in line with the Fairbanks-North Pole realignment project. While
the relocation project would decrease congestion and improve safety, the project would be very costly (about
$800 million) and is expected to take many years to complete.

1.2 Purpose
Fairbanks Area Surface Transportation (FAST) Planning, the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the
urbanized area of the FNSB, including the city of Fairbanks (COF) and the city of North Pole (CONP), was
founded in 2003 and their efforts focus on creating plans for multi-modal transportation system investments
that better the local community. This Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan (Plan) is to
serve as a near term planning document that will enable FAST Planning and partnering agencies, including the
Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (DOT&PF), to:
•
•
•

implement a more efficient and effective approach to integrate road/rail crossing elements into the
larger multi-modal and intermodal transportation framework
address at-grade rail/road crossings to relieve congestions on the roadways
improve network safety and efficiency

The FRRX Plan does not intend to replace, void, or validate those previous plans; but to serve as a more near
term plan to help mitigate safety and operational issues at existing at-grade crossings.
FAST Planning funded this study using Surface Transportation Program funding from the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA). Fort Wainwright was excluded from the study because FHWA funding is not eligible
for use on planning efforts or projects on military bases. Figure 1 shows the FAST Planning boundary and the
rail lines and branches included in the study.
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Figure 1: Map of FAST Planning Area
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1.3 Crossings Included in the Plan
Of the 74 crossings in the FAST Planning area, 69 are at-grade, and many reside in industrial and commercial
areas of Fairbanks, including the downtown urban core, and North Pole. Figure 2 depicts the breakdown of the
crossings. In total, the 69 existing at-grade crossings were evaluated for safety and operational performance.

*Public access and tracks remain for most of the closed crossings.
**Crossings that are not permitted are very rarely maintained, resulting in poor crossing conditions.
Closed Crossings typically require a physical barrier to prevent roadway access (e.g. ditch and concrete
barriers) or train access (tracks removed).
Public Crossings are located on a platted road and have public roadway access. Government agencies with
construction and maintenance authority for the road should be the permittee of the crossing.
Private Crossings are located where a private entity owns the land on both sides of the crossing. Public access
should be restricted for private crossings.

Figure 2: Overview of Crossings within the FAST Planning Area
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1.4 Public Outreach
Public involvement for this plan engaged agencies, stakeholders, and the general public. In addition, the study
was presented to FAST Planning Policy Board, FAST Planning Technical Committee, and the Fairbanks Chamber
of Commerce Transportation Committee.
Development of this Plan was advised by a Road/Rail Steering Committee, who provided local and technical
perspective on recommendations and planning efforts. Table 1 presents the Road/Rail Steering Committee
members.
Table 1: Steering Committee Members

Agency

Member

State of Alaska Department of Transportation and Randi Bailey
Public Facilities (DOT&PF) (Contract Manager)
FAST Planning (Project Manager)

Jackson Fox

FAST Planning

Olivia Lunsford

Alaska Railroad Corporation (ARRC)

Kate Dueber
Rachel Maddy1

Fairbanks North Star Borough (FNSB)

Don Galligan

City of Fairbanks (COF)

Bob Pristash

City of North Pole (CONP)

Bill Butler

DOT&PF Traffic and Safety

Pam Golden

1

Attended first Steering Committee meeting only.

In addition to the Steering Committee meetings, one-on-one stakeholder interviews were held to gather
overall institutional knowledge and to learn their cares and concerns regarding local at-grade crossings.
Stakeholders included local business and industry representatives, roadway maintenance personnel, public
planners and managers, emergency response personnel, and school bus operators.
Public comments were solicited for concerns at crossings in the FAST Planning boundary. Feedback was gained
through interactive surveys, social media, and a project website. Comments collected indicate that increasing
safety at crossings, reducing delay, and reducing the number of crossings are the public’s top priorities.
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2 Plan Development
This Plan was developed through the following process depicted in Figure 3:

Figure 3: Plan Development Process

2.1 Inventory Crossings
An inventory of all the crossings within the FAST Planning area was completed. ARRC, the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) online database, and the FNSB GIS mapping were consulted to ensure all applicable
crossings were captured and to gather existing condition information. Elements of the existing conditions
include roadway and rail traffic data and physical characteristics, crossing permittee, public facilities that may
be impacted by the crossings, and the crossing’s impact on the surface transportation system. From these
resources, a GIS database of the at-grade crossings within the study area was created specifically for this plan.

2.2 Identify Crossing Issues
Under the direction of the Steering Committee, the study team screened the crossings to identify those where
improvements could have the most impact by implementing a two-level screening process. Level 1 screening
rated crossings based on desktop evaluations. From this, crossings recommended for further evaluation were
presented to the Steering Committee, who advised additional criteria to be considered for the Level 2
screening process. Level 2 screening including more refined desktop evaluations, including vehicle delay
analysis, public comment considerations, and a field review of selected crossings.
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2.2.1 Level 1 Screening
Figure 4 illustrates the Level 1 screening process. The study team prepared a desktop evaluation of all 69
crossings in the FAST Planning boundary and ranked them using safety assessment and operational metrics.
The crossings ranking the highest in the safety and operational metrics were scrutinized for geometric issues
and other factors that would indicate a need for further evaluation. The team additionally identified those that
were potential candidates for elimination (closure of the crossing) or consolidation (closing one or more
crossings and improving a nearby crossing that serves the same business or community). Public comment was
also incorporated during the Level 1 screening process.

Figure 4: Level 1 Screening Process

2.2.1.1

Level 1 - Safety and Operational Metrics

Safety and operational metrics incorporated roadway average annual daily traffic, daily train movements,
exposure factor, Hazard Index, Accident Prediction Value, and crash history.
Roadway Average Annual Daily Traffic
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) was assessed for existing (2018) and estimated
for future (2045) years. Crossings with higher AADTs have more likelihood of
conflicts between vehicles and trains at the crossing, are more likely to have
unfamiliar drivers using the crossing, and are more likely to experience other
operational issues, such as adjacent intersection delay and queuing.

AADT is the number
of vehicles crossing
the tracks each day,
averaged over a year.

Daily Train Movements
Average daily train movements were reported by AARC in January 2021. A high daily train movement count
may indicate more frequent conflicts between vehicles and trains at the crossing, resulting in increased
likelihood of congestion.
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Exposure
Exposure combines the AADT and daily train movement metrics, providing a surrogate measure of the
probability of conflicts and vehicle delay at a crossing. It is calculated as the AADT multiplied by the daily train
movements. Exposure does not measure actual conflicts or congestion since it does not take into account the
changes in vehicle volume by time of day. Thus, where train movements occur outside of vehicle peak hours,
there are fewer actual conflicts; whereas where train movements occur during vehicle peak hours, there are
more actual conflicts.
Hazard Index
The Hazard Index (HI) is a comparative measure of the relative safety of at-grade crossings, used to compare
crossings and aid in prioritization of improvements. It considers number of vehicles and trains using the
crossing, as well as the type of traffic control at the crossing. The most widely used HI rating formula is the
New Hampshire Hazard Index.
Accident Prediction Value
The Accident Prediction Value (APV) estimates the likelihood
of a crash occurring during a period of time at a specific
FACTORS AFFECTING APV
crossing. The most commonly used crash prediction formula is
the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT)
• Vehicle and train traffic
Accident Prediction Model. This model incorporates multiple
• Number of tracks at crossing
physical elements of the crossing, traffic data, and past crash
• Number of road lanes
history. The calculated APV of a crossing can be compared to
• Road surface at crossing
threshold values to determine if additional crossing protection
• Train speeds
or traffic control is required at a crossing. Crossing protection
is classified as passive (signs and markings only) or active
• Roadway functional classification
(automatic gates and/or flashing signals). The study team also
• History of crashes at crossing
used APV capacity (a percentage calculated by dividing the
• Traffic Control Devices
calculated APV by the threshold APV for each crossing) to
measure the likelihood that a crossing would need the next
level of traffic control (moving from passive to active or from active to separated grade) based on safety.
Crash History
This study reviewed crashes that occurred at each crossing within the five-year period of 2013 to 2019. In
general, Alaska has a low rate of crossing-related crashes; therefore, any crossing with a recent crash history
was included for further evaluation.
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2.2.1.2 Level 1 – Crossing Geometrics
Level 1 screening of crossing geometrics were completed using aerial photos. Metrics evaluated included sight
distance, approach skew, and vehicle storage.
Sight Distance
Sight distance triangles, as illustrated in Figure 5, refer to the
unobstructed sight lines that drivers on a road or pathway
need in order to see an approaching train and safely either
stop or continue through the crossing. Sight distance is
measured both for drivers stopped and for those approaching
the crossing at speed. The required sight distance depends on
the maximum train speed and on the posted roadway speed
limit. Crossings that appeared to have an obstruction within
the desired sight distance were flagged for further review.

Figure 5: Sight Distance
Approach Skew
Approach skew, as shown in Figure 6, refers to the
smallest angle between the roadway and the railroad
track at an at-grade crossing. The 1988 Alaska Policy on
Railroad/Highway Crossings (the Alaska Policy) states
“Roadway approaches to the crossing should be at or
nearly 90 degrees. Short radius curves or skew angle
approaches below 75 degrees will not be permitted.”
Sharp skews at a crossing require drivers to twist their
head and body uncomfortably, making it difficult for a
driver to see an oncoming train and assess whether or
not it is safe to cross the tracks. Crossings that appeared
to have a skew beyond 75 degrees were flagged for
further review.

Figure 6: Approach Skew
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Vehicle Storage
Vehicle storage refers to the distance between the tracks and a nearby roadway intersection (see Figure 7).
When there is not enough room for vehicles to queue between the tracks and the intersection, drivers may
stop on the tracks, which could contribute to crashes between trains and stopped vehicles and/or between
vehicles. The minimum vehicle storage length should be at least equal to the length of the longest vehicle
expected to frequently use the crossing; however, it is desirable to be able to store the entire vehicle queue.

Figure 7: Vehicle Storage

2.2.1.3 Level 1 – Elimination/Consolidation Metric
During the Level 1 screening process, the existing crossings were reviewed for elimination or consolidation
candidates. The Alaska Policy encourages minimizing the density of crossings by restricting proximity of a
crossing to another crossing. This metric was the base for evaluating crossing candidates for elimination or
consolidation.
Proximity to Other Crossings
Ideally at-grade crossings would be a minimum of two miles apart. The Alaska Policy prohibits construction of
new at-grade crossings if there is another crossing within two miles or if there is a reasonable alternative to a
crossing, such as a feeder road. Given the urban setting for many of the crossings within the study area, the
two-mile separation is unachievable at most locations. However, consolidating or eliminating crossings where
multiple access points are available in order to reduce the density of train-vehicle conflict points should be
investigated. In general, at a crossing to be closed, the existing tracks would remain and methods such as
installing concrete barriers and ditching would be deployed to prohibit vehicles from crossing the tracks at
these locations.
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2.2.1.4 Level 1 – Public Comment
During the Level 1 screening process, the public had an opportunity to comment on issues and concerns for
specific crossings. Any crossing that received a public comment that was applicable to the Plan was identified
for further review.

2.2.1.5 Level 1 Screening Results
From the Level 1 screening, 39 of the 69 existing at-grade crossings were advanced to Level 2 screening. These
crossings are presented in Table 2. Of these, 27 crossings were selected based on the safety, operational, or
geometric assessments. Two additional crossings were added based on public comments only. Additionally, 13
crossings were identified as possible candidates for elimination or consolidation because there were multiple
access points to a facility or neighborhood; 3 of these crossings are also identified for further evaluation. An
“X” indicates screening metrics for which each crossing ranked in the top 30 crossings.
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Table 2: Level 1 Screening Results
DOT Crossing
Inventory
Number
910315R
868375M
868402G
868395Y
868394S
910286H
910345H
868475S
868473D
868432Y
910287P
868405C
910372E
868406J
910244W
868296B
868407R
868410Y
868428J
868434M
868441X
868442E
868453S
868456M
868461J

Safety Metrics

Combined
% APV,
Crash Road High Train Exposure
Crash
History AADT Movement Factor
Sensitivity,
HI

Street/Road Name

Sheep Creek Road (Extension) [Mainline; MP 465.46]
Noatak Drive @ Old Chena Pump Road
University Avenue [Mainline; MP 467.52]
Phillips Field Road [Other; MP G00.48]
Driveway Street [Other - FE Loop; MP G00.40]
Charles Street [Other - FE Loop; MP G00.68]
University Avenue/Perimeter Road [FAI Airport; MP H7.50]
Peger Road [FAI Airport; MP H4.99]
South Lathrop Street [FAI Airport; MP H4.05]
South Cushman Street [FAI Airport; MP H3.05]
East Van Horn Road [FAI Airport; MP H2.70]
College Road [Eielson Branch; MP G01.11]
Helmericks Avenue [Eielson Branch; MP G01.35]
Old Steese Highway [Eielson Branch; MP G01.88]
Ped/Bike Pathway @ Steese Expressway [Eielson Branch; MP G01.93]
Steese Expressway [Eielson Branch; MP G01.94]
C Street [Eielson Branch; MP G02.26]
Farewell Avenue [Eielson Branch; MP G02.68]
Richardson Highway (3 Mile) [FAI Airport; MP H0.20]
Badger Road [Eielson Branch; MP G08.28]
Dennis Road [Eielson Branch; MP G09.31]
Baptist Church Driveway @ Old Richardson Highway [Eielson Branch;
MP G09.54]
Richardson Highway (12 Mile) [Eielson Branch; MP G14.73]
Cross Way [Eielson Branch; MP G15.79]
5th Avenue - North Pole [Eielson Branch; MP G16.18]

 Crossing Candidates for Elimination/Consolidation

Operational Metrics Crossing Geometric Metrics









Vehicle
Storage
Issue

Possible
Possible
Sight
Skew
Distance
Issue
Issue















































































































































































Crossings with Public Comment Only
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DOT Crossing
Inventory
Number
868463X
868480N
868482C
868484R
910293T
868430K
868468G
868469N
910282F
910283M
910284U
868397M
910237L
910362Y

Safety Metrics

Combined
% APV,
Crash Road High Train Exposure
Crash
History AADT Movement Factor
Sensitivity,
HI

Street/Road Name

8th Avenue - North Pole [Eielson Branch; MP G16.37]
Laurance Road [Eielson Branch; MP G17.55]
VFW Street [Eielson Branch; MP G18.36]
Dyke Road [Eielson Branch; MP G19.03]
FNSB Landfill Access Road [FAI Branch; MP H2.45]
FNSB Landfill Access Road [FAI Branch; MP H2.60]
Industrial Avenue @ Everts Air [FAI Branch; MP H9.55]
Industrial Avenue @ Northern Air Cargo [FAI Branch; MP H9.80]
Flowline Driveway @ Phillips Field Road [Other; MP 469.11]
Livengood Avenue - Flowline Driveway @ Phillips Field Road
Fox Avenue @ Phillips Field Road [Other; MP 469.16]
Good Avenue [Other; MP 469.25]
News Miner Driveway - Old Depot Driveway @ Driveway Street
[Other; MP G00.20]
OK Lumber Driveway @ Phillips Field Road [Other; MP G00.47]

 Crossing Candidates for Elimination/Consolidation

Operational Metrics Crossing Geometric Metrics













Vehicle
Storage
Issue

Possible
Possible
Sight
Skew
Distance
Issue
Issue













































Crossings with Public Comment Only
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2.2.2 Level 2 Screening
Based on the Steering Committee’s input, the 39 crossings advanced from Level 1 screening were ranked
relative to each other based on three categories – safety, maintenance, and elimination/consolidation. The
intent of the maintenance metric was to include lower volume crossings where a low-cost solution could
provide a benefit. In addition, all crossings already included in an active project were omitted from the
secondary screening criteria assessment. Figure 8 illustrates the Level 2 screening process.

Figure 8: Level 2 Screening Process

2.2.2.1 Level 2 – Safety Metric
Metrics reviewed for the safety category included HI, APV, crash assessment, geometric concerns, and safety
related public comments. All the metrics were normalized based on the maximum values or maximum number
of occurrences per individual crossing when computing the safety score. A summation of the metrics was
taken for a total safety issue score per crossing.
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2.2.2.2 Level 2 – Maintenance Metric
Crossings with possible maintenance issues included those with public comments noting poor crossing
condition as well as any crossing identified during the preliminary screening as having possible sight distance
issues due to overgrowth of vegetation (see Figure 9 and Figure 10 for examples). These crossings were then
ranked relative to each other based on the safety category.

Figure 9: Vegetation within Sight Distance

2.2.2.3 Level 2- Elimination/Consolidation Metric

Figure 10: Crossing in Poor
Condition

Crossings that were noted as elimination/consolidation candidates from the preliminary screening criteria
were ranked relative to each other based on the safety issues category.

2.2.2.4 Field Review/ Level 2 Screening Results
For each of the three categories, a list of the top ten ranked crossings was compiled. These lists were further
refined using engineering judgement and in consideration of public comments, such as noise complaints. The
refined list of crossings was submitted to the Steering Committee for comment and concurrence.
In total, eleven crossings were selected for further evaluation due to safety or maintenance concerns. These
crossings were reviewed in the field by the study team, accompanied by representatives of ARRC. The existing
sight distance and vehicle storage were measured; the existing signage, striping, and signal controls, if
applicable, were inventoried; and traffic operations were observed. Each crossing was discussed by the team
and possible alternatives for improvement were identified.
The study team also visited four crossings identified as possible elimination/consolidation candidates. The
team found limited benefit for eliminating or consolidating most of these crossings.
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2.3 Develop Alternatives
Based on the field evaluations, a range of improvements to the selected crossings was developed. These
alternatives were reviewed by the Steering Committee and adjustments were made in response to their
comments, including the inclusion of some additional alternatives. These alternatives were then evaluated to
determine the benefits provided. Benefits evaluated include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduction in vehicle delay
Reduction in vehicle emissions
Safety improvement (reduction in likelihood of crashes)
Reduction in train noise where noise was identified as a concern
Reduction in crossing maintenance efforts
Meeting current standards

In addition, planning level costs for design and construction of the alternatives were developed.
Based on input from the Steering Committee, several alternatives have been recommended. These were
assigned a time frame for implementation based on cost and prioritization by key stakeholder groups.
A flow chart summarizing the results throughout the various stages of the plan development process is
presented in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Results of the Plan Development Process
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3 Plan Recommendations
Crossings for which improvements are recommended are presented in this section, along with performance
metrics to describe the safety, operational, and other considerations for each crossing that was identified as
part of this Plan. Where a recommendation was made in a previous planning document that includes the area
of the selected crossing, those plans are listed on the crossing summary sheet. The recommended
improvement(s) for each crossing are also presented.
This section also includes crossings with “Planned Projects” – those where project design was underway prior
to the development of this Plan, but construction is expected after the Plan is approved. Including crossings
with planned projects in this section allows readers to understand the full breadth of the near term
improvements to crossings in the FAST Planning area.
A brief explanation of the Fairbanks-North Pole Rail Realignment project is also included.
Figure 12 shows an overview of all of the FAST Planning area crossings with those identified for recommended
or programmed improvements emphasized. The recommended improvements and programmed projects are
also summarized in Table 3.
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Figure 12: Key Map of Crossings with Recommended or Programmed Improvements
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Table 3: Summary of Recommended Improvements and Programmed Projects
RECOMMENDED IMPROVEMENTS
Short Term
Key
Map ID
1
7
8
10
Multiple

Crossing
868402G – University Avenue
868470R – C Street
868410Y – Farewell Avenue
868453S – Richardson Hwy (12
Mile/Peridot)
Multiple

Project Name

Est Cost
($ Million)

Upgrade Train Switch
Trainor Gate Quiet Zone Study

0.5
6.8

Flashing Advance Warning Signs

1.1

Crossing Signal Control Cabinet Improvements (High Priority)

2.5

Mid-Term
Key
Map ID
2
4
5
6
7
8
13
14
15

Crossing
868405C – College Road
848406J – Old Steese Highway
910244W – Ped/Bike Pathway
868296B – Steese Expressway
868470R – C Street
868410Y – Farewell Avenue
868480N – Laurance Road
868482C – VFW Street
868484R – Dyke Road
various

Project Name

Est Cost
($ Million)

Pedestrian Crossing Improvements
Reconfigure Trainor Gate Road
Pedestrian Crossing Improvements

1.2
5.6
1.2

Reconstruct C Street Crossing
Reconfigure Trainor Gate Road at Farewell Avenue
Reconstruct Laurance Road Crossing
Close VFW Street Crossing
Reconstruct Dyke Road Crossing
Crossing Signal Control Cabinet Improvements (Low Priority)

1.0
4.1
3.3
1.8
0.4
4.5

Long Term
Key
Map ID
2
3
4
5
6
7

Crossing
868405C – College Road
910372E – Helmericks Avenue
868406J – Old Steese Highway
910244W – Ped/Bike Pathway
868296B – Steese Expressway
868470R – C Street

Project Name
Construct Railroad Overpass: College Rd to C Street

Est Cost
($ Million)
67.0

Very Long Term
Key
Map ID
N/A

Crossing
Multiple

Project Name
Fairbanks-North Pole Rail Realignment

Est Cost
($ Million)
>500.0

PROGRAMMED PROJECTS
Key
Map ID
9
11
12

Crossing
868428J – Richardson Highway (3 Mile)
868461J – 5th Avenue Crossing
868463X – 8th Avenue Crossing

Project Name
Richardson Highway MP 359 Interchange and Grade Separated
Facility
Old Richardson Highway Intersection Improvements (5th Avenue)
Old Richardson Highway Intersection Improvements (8th Avenue)

Anticipated
Year of
Construction
2023
2022
2022
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University Avenue Crossing
ARRC ID 868402G; Mainline; MP 467.52 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
University Avenue Crossing looking North, July 2020

4-lane principal arterial
15,200 vehicles per day
40 mph
Background
The University Avenue crossing was recently reconstructed as part
of the University Avenue Rehabilitation and Widening project. Nonmotorized facilities include concrete sidewalks with curb and
gutter on both sides of the road. The existing pedestrian crossing
traffic control includes pedestrian automatic gates with flashing
signals and detectable warning tiles.
The University Avenue crossing is blocked when trains travel to and
from Anchorage and other points to the south. Freight trains
arriving in Fairbanks are of particular concern, since the rail yard is
close enough to the crossing that the trains stop in the crossing
while a crew member manually operates the yard lead switch. The
train travels back and forth across University Avenue several times
while coupling/decoupling cars and placing them in the
appropriate yard tracks. Frequently, these movements occur
during the morning traffic commute period. The crossing is also
blocked when the train delivers coal to the University of AlaskaFairbanks heating plant. The existing railroad turnout is very close
to the at-grade University Avenue crossing, requiring the train to
stop in the crossing while a crew member manually turns the
switch to access the UAF plant. This happens twice a week, usually
in the middle of the day, not during peak traffic periods.

Single Track
14 trains per day
20 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.182

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance

Non-Motorized
Path

School Bus
Route

Public comments received indicated delay and noise as concerns.
Quick Reference to Other Plans

FMATS MTP, FMATS FMP

Transit Bus
Route
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Upgrade Train Switch

University Avenue Crossing

Delay
Reductions

DOT&PF
Priority

$0.5M

Emission
Reductions

ARRC
Priority

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

h
ig
H
h

Replacing the main rail yard lead switch with a remotecontrol, power-operated switch would allow trains to
continue into the Fairbanks rail yard without stopping,
thus eliminating the blockage of the University Avenue
crossing at morning rush hour.

ig
H

Lo

w

Lo

w

SHORT
TERM

An analysis of traffic operations suggests the
automated switch would decrease train delays by
approximately 1.3 minutes per vehicle.
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College Road Crossing
ARRC ID 868405C; Eielson Branch; MP G01.11 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
College Road Crossing looking Southeast, July 2020

4-lane minor arterial
19,500 vehicles per day
35 mph
Background
The College Road crossing is located between two
signalized intersections on College Road: the
Johansen Expressway interchange ramps signal
and the Illinois Street signal. During peak traffic
hours, queues from the signals sometimes extend
across the railroad tracks.
At the crossing, non-motorized facilities include
asphalt pathways separated from the road by a
vegetated buffer on both sides of the road. The
pedestrian facilities currently lack crossing traffic
control devices.
Public comments for this crossing mentioned minor
delays and incidences of drivers racing through the
crossing as to avoid being stopped for trains.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.073

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance
School Bus
Route
HazMat Route

Transit
Bus Route
Emergency
Response
Route
Non-Motorized
Path
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$1.2M

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

h
ig
H

DOT&PF
Priority

Lo

MID
TERM

w

Pedestrian Crossing Improvements

College Road Crossing

Installing pedestrian traffic control to existing pedestrian crossings on both sides of
the road would bring this crossing up to current ARRC standards.
Relocating the signal controller to be outside of the sight distance triangles would
improve safety.
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Helmericks Avenue Crossing
ARRC ID 910372E; Eielson Branch; MP G01.35 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
Helmericks Avenue Crossing looking North, June 2018

2-lane local road
5,900 vehicles per day
25 mph
Background
The Helmericks Avenue crossing was constructed in 2013 as
part of the Helmericks Avenue Extension project. In 2016, the
pavement markings were redone as part of another
statewide project.
This crossing is located on a roadway horizontal curve and
between two close roundabout intersections. In addition, the
crossing is near a railroad horizontal curve. The geometrics of
the railroad and roadway makes vehicular movements
through the crossing awkward. The crossing contains flashing
signals and automatic gates.
At the crossing, non-motorized facilities include a concrete
sidewalk with curb and gutter on one side of the road. The
sidewalk shares crossing traffic control with the road, which
includes automatic gates with flashing signals. The facility
appears to be missing detectable warning tiles at the
crossing approaches.
Public comments for this crossing mentioned minor delays,
but overall, the crossing is in an acceptable condition.
While this crossing did not rank high compared to other
crossings for safety or operational improvements, it is being
considered for system improvements that include the higher
ranked crossings of College Road, Old Steese Highway, and
Steese Expressway.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.054

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
School Bus
Route

Non-Motorized
Path

Transit Bus
Route
Emergency
Response Route
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$67.0M

h
ig

Crash
Reductions

H

Delay
Reductions

w

LONG
TERM

College Road, Helmericks Avenue
Old Steese Highway,
Steese Expressway and C Street Crossings

Lo

Construct Railroad Overpass: College Rd to C St

DOT&PF
Priority

Emission
Reductions

Maintenance
Reductions

Raising the railroad
tracks between Noyes
Slough and Farewell
Street would grade
separate four road
crossings, reducing
train/vehicle conflict
points, improving safety,
and decreasing vehicle
delay.

This alternative
would require the
C Street crossing
to be closed.

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan
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Old Steese Highway Crossing
ARRC ID 868406J; Eielson Branch; MP G01.88 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
Old Steese Highway Crossing looking Northeast, July 2020

3-lane minor arterial
11,000 vehicles per day
35 mph
Summary
This crossing was evaluated as a pair with the Steese
Expressway crossing (868296B). At the crossing, nonmotorized facilities include concrete sidewalks separated
from the road by an asphalt buffer on both sides of the road.
The field review indicated that the pedestrian traffic control
devices at the Old Steese Highway crossing do not meet
current standards. Additionally, the railroad tracks and Trainor
Gate Road are in such close proximity that pedestrian staging
space between the crossing and Trainor Gate Road is
constricted. There have been numerous “stuck on track”
incidents, where drivers mistakenly turn onto the tracks
instead of onto the roadway.
Operationally, the project team observed that queues for
eastbound traffic stopped at the Steese Expressway are
occasionally long enough that the queue reaches across the
railroad tracks on Old Steese Highway (for northbound traffic
on Old Steese Highway turning right onto Trainor Gate Road).
Public comments for this crossing indicated delay and noise
are a concern. Additionally, the public expressed concern for
safety when the vehicles queue across the tracks.
There is a DOT&PF project to reconstruct the Old Steese
Highway. Short term alternatives should be coordinated with
that project.
Quick Reference to Other Plans

Rich/Steese
FMATS MTP,PEL,
FMATS FMP,
FAST
NMTP (Draft)
Rich/Steese
PEL, FAST NMTP (Draft)

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.256

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance
Vehicle
Storage
School Bus
Route

Transit
Bus Route
Emergency
Response
Route
Non-Motorized
Path
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h
ig
H

DOT&PF
Priority

Lo

SHORT
TERM

w

Reconfigure Trainor Gate Road
CHALLENGES

$5.6M

Right-of-Way

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

Old Steese Highway and
Steese Expressway Crossings

Adding an eastbound right-turn only lane on Trainor Gate Road between Old Steese
Highway and Steese Expressway would improve safety by providing additional
vehicle storage area for the Steese Expressway crossing, potentially alleviating
vehicle queues extending beyond the Old Steese Highway crossing.
Installing pedestrian traffic control to the existing pedestrian crossings would bring
these crossings up to current ARRC standards.
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Steese Expressway & Ped/Bike Pathway Crossings
ARRC IDs 868296B & 910244W; Eielson Branch; MP G01.94 & G01.93 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
Steese Expressway & Ped/Bike Pathway Crossings looking Northeast, July 2020

6-lane divided principal arterial
17,200 vehicles per day
45 mph
Summary
This crossing was evaluated as a pair with the
Old Steese Highway crossing (868406J). At
the crossing, non-motorized facilities include
an asphalt pathway separated from the road
by a vegetated buffer on one side of the road.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

The field review indicated that the pedestrian

Collision
History

traffic control devices at the Steese
Expressway crossing do not meet current

Exposure

standards. Additionally, the railroad tracks
and Trainor Gate Road are in such close
proximity that pedestrian staging space
between the crossing and Trainor Gate Road
is constricted.
Quick Reference to Other Plans

Alaska State Rail Plan,
FMATS MTP, FMATS FMP,
Rich/Steese PEL

APV = 0.123

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance
Vehicle
Storage

Emergency
Response
Route
Non-Motorized
Path

School Bus
Route
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$1.2M

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

h
ig

Installing pedestrian traffic control to existing pedestrian crossings would
bring this crossing up to current ARRC standards.

H

DOT&PF
Priority

Lo

MID
TERM

w

Pedestrian Crossing Improvements

Steese Expressway Crossing

Consider this alternative in conjunction with the Old Steese
Highway Reconstruction project.
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C Street Crossing
ARRC ID 868470R; Eielson Branch; MP G02.26 [Permitee: City of Fairbanks]
C Street Crossing looking South, July 2020

2-lane minor collector
1,200 vehicles per day
25 mph
Summary
The C Street crossing and the Farewell Avenue
crossing (868410Y) were two of four at-grade
crossings along the south side of Trainor Gate
Road that were consolidated in 2010, leaving
these two crossings open.
Numerous public comments identified noise
concerns for this crossing. In addition, the
project team observed that the approach and
departure slopes at the C Street crossing
appear to be steeper than current standards.
There are no non-motorized facilities present
at this crossing.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.027

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance

School Bus
Route

Vehicle
Storage

Emergency
Response
Route

Approach
Grade

36

Reconstruct C Street Crossing
ig
H

ARRC
Priority

h

w

Flattening the approach grade at the C Street crossing would reduce the
Lo

MID
TERM

possibility for long, low trailers getting stuck on the tracks and would enhance
safety by improving sight distance for all vehicles. The existing vegetation should

CHALLENGES

$1.0M

C Street Crossing

Right-of-Way

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

be removed from the sight triangles, further improving sight distance.

Consider combining these improvements with any
recommendations from the Trainor Gate Quiet Zone Study.
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Farewell Avenue Crossing
ARRC ID 868410Y; Eielson Branch; MP G02.68 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
Farewell Avenue looking North, July 2020

3-lane major collector
1,000 vehicles per day
30 mph
Summary
The Farewell Avenue crossing and the C Street crossing
(868407R) were two of four at-grade crossings along the
south side of Trainor Gate Road that were consolidated in
2010, leaving these two crossings open.
Operationally, when a train is present at the Farewell Avenue
crossing, eastbound motorists on Trainor Gate wanting to turn
right onto Farewell Avenue must queue in the through lane,
blocking eastbound through vehicles. In this situation, it is
estimated that only 35% of eastbound vehicles arriving at the
intersection can continue without stopping. At the crossing,
non-motorized facilities include concrete sidewalks
separated from the road by a vegetated buffer on both sides
of the road. The pedestrian facilities currently lack crossing
traffic control devices.
Children attending Tanana Middle School cross the tracks
and cross Trainor Gate Road to get to school. Any project for
this area should consider improvements for school age
pedestrians crossing the tracks and crossing Trainor Gate
Road.
Numerous survey participants identified noise concerns for
this crossing.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.019

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance
Vehicle
Storage

Emergency
Response
Route
Non-Motorized
Path

School Bus
Route

38

Reconfigure Trainor Gate Road at Farewell Avenue
MID
TERM

The proposed improvements provide a lane that will store right turn vehicles when there is
a train, allowing eastbound through traffic to continue to flow. Changes to the pedestrian
crossings encourage pedestrians to cross Farewell Avenue further from the tracks,
heightening drivers’ awareness of pedestrians. The pedestrian track crossing lines up with
the school crossing on Trainor Gate Road. Improvements to the school crossing of Trainor
Gate Rd should be included, if possible.

Delay
Reductions

H

ig

Lo

h

w

Emission
Reductions

$4.1M

Farewell Avenue Crossing

ARRC Priority

L
EL
W
RE E
FA AV
Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

Consider combining these improvements with any
recommendations from the Trainor Gate Quiet Zone Study.
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Trainor Gate Quiet Zone Study
SHORT
TERM
$6.8M

This recommendation
results from a
large volume of
public comment.

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

C Street and Farewell Avenue Crossings

Designating a quiet zone along Trainor Gate Road between the Steese Expressway
and Fort Wainwright Military Base would reduce noise from train horns within the
surrounding residential neighborhoods.

An engineering study is needed to determine what improvements are
necessary to install a quiet zone. Quiet zone designations are not directly
pursued by the ARRC. A third party requests and seeks approval from FRA.
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Richardson Hwy (3 Mile) Crossing
ARRC ID 868428J; FAI Branch; MP H0.20 [Permitee: ARRC]
Richardson Highway (3 Mile) Crossing looking Southeast, Google Earth

6-lane divided interstate
25,800 vehicles per day
55 mph
Summary
The Richardson Highway (3 Mile) crossing is located
near a railroad horizontal curve. This is one of two
remaining at-grade railroad crossings on the
Richardson Highway near Fairbanks.
There are no non-motorized facilities present at this
crossing.
Public comments mentioned minor delay and a gap
in tracks being a hazard to snowplows.
DOT&PF has a project planned to grade separate this
crossing and the Richardson Highway, with the
highway over the tracks. Construction of that project
is anticipated to begin in 2022.
Quick Reference to Other Plans

Alaska State Rail Plan,
Rich/Steese PEL,
FMATS MTP, FAST NMTP (Draft)

Single Track
2 trains per day
10 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.076

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
School Bus
Route

Emergency
Response
Route

HazMat Route
Transit Bus Route
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Richardson Highway MP 359
Interchange and Grade Separated Facility
PROGRAMMED
PROJECT

Richardson Hwy (3 Mile) Crossing

DOT&PF's Richardson Highway MP 359 Interchange and Grade Separated Facility project (Z607340000/0A24033) will grade
separate this crossing and the Richardson Highway. This will improve safety and operations at the crossing by removing the
train/vehicle conflict points. In addition, the presence of a train would not cause vehicle delay at this crossing.

ALDER AVENUE

DSON H
IGHW

AY

ARRC

OLD RI
CHAR

NEW GRADE
SEPARATED
RAILROAD
CROSSING

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan
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Richardson Hwy (12 Mile/Peridot) Crossing
ARRC ID 868453S; Eielson Branch; MP G14.73 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
Richardson Highway (12 Mile) Crossing looking Northwest, Google Earth

6-lane divided interstate
13,800 vehicles per day
55 mph
Summary
The Richardson Highway (12 Mile/Peridot) crossing is
located near a roadway horizontal curve and a
railroad horizontal curve. This is one of two remaining
at-grade railroad crossings on the Richardson
Highway near Fairbanks.
There are no non-motorized facilities present at this
crossing.
Public comments mentioned minor delay and the
gap in tracks being a hazard to snowplows. In
addition, there have been eight vehicle crashes
recorded at this crossing between 2012 and 2018,
which is the highest number of recorded incidences
of all the crossings in the study area.
DOT&PF has a project planned to grade separate the
Old Richardson Highway and Richardson Highway
just west of this crossing; however, that project
terminates just before this crossing. Construction of
that project is anticipated to begin in 2023.
Quick Reference to Other Plans

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.389

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Approach Skew
School Bus
Route

Emergency
Response
Route
Transit
Bus Route

FAST NMTP (Draft)

HazMat Route
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Flashing Advance Warning Signs

$1.1M

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

ig

shown in the inset photo), interconnected with the rail crossing, will increase safety.

H

DOT&PF
Priority

h

w

Adding flashing advance warning signs on the Richardson Highway (like the one
Lo

SHORT
TERM

Richardson Hwy (12 Mile/Peridot) Crossing

The signs will provide additional warning to vehicles nearing the crossing, reducing
the potential for train/vehicle conflicts.
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5th Avenue Crossing
ARRC ID 868461J; Eielson Branch; MP G16.18 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
5th Avenue Crossing looking Southwest, May 2017

2-lane minor collector
2,200 vehicles per day
25 mph
Summary
A diagnostic team (DT) study was completed for the
5th Avenue crossing in 2019. The DT study found that
this crossing lacks sufficient sight distance and
lacks sufficient vehicle storage.
There are no non-motorized facilities present at this
crossing; however, pedestrians regularly use this
crossing.
Public comments indicated delay at this crossing
due to bus traffic. Comments also state a lack of
pedestrian facilities over the tracks are a concern, as
well as lack of vehicle storage between the crossing
and Old Richardson Highway.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.020

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance

There is a DOT&PF project to improve the crossings at
5th Avenue and at 8th Avenue.

Vehicle Storage

Emergency
Response
Route
Transit
Bus Route

Quick Reference to Other Plans

FMATS MTP, FMATS FMP,
FAST NMTP (Draft)

School Bus
Route
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Old Richardson Highway Intersection Improvements
(5th Avenue)
PROGRAMMED
PROJECT

5th Avenue Crossing

DOT&PF's Old Richardson Highway Intersection Improvements project (NFHWY00158/0620010) includes improvements at the
5th Avenue crossing that will mitigate the sight distance and pedestrian traffic control issues.

The project will:

provide continuity of pedestrian
pathways.
increase space between stopped
vehicles and tracks.
Image courtesy of DOT&PF Northern Region http://dot.alaska.gov/nreg/oldrich/

increase sight of approaching trains.

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

increase visibility of stop control at
Santa Claus Lane and 5th Avenue.
Construction is anticipated in 2022.
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8th Avenue Crossing
ARRC ID 868463X; Eielson Branch; MP G16.37 [Permitee: City of North Pole]
8th Avenue Crossing looking Northeast, August 2018

2-lane minor collector
700 vehicles per day
25 mph
Summary
A diagnostic team (DT) study was completed for the
8th Avenue crossing in 2019. The DT study found lack
of sufficient sight distance, lack of adequate
pedestrian traffic control devices, and lack of
sufficient vehicle storage are of concern.
At the crossing, non-motorized facilities include an
asphalt pathway separated from the road by a
vegetated buffer on one side of the road. The
pedestrian facilities partially share crossing traffic
control devices with the road.
School bus congestion occurs during the school
dismissal peak of the adjacent middle and high
schools and lasts for 15 to 20 minutes.
Public comments indicated delay at this crossing
due to bus traffic and stated crashes have occurred
here because of the bus queue.
There is a DOT&PF project to improve the crossings at
5th Avenue and at 8th Avenue.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.024

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance

School Bus
Route

Vehicle Storage

Emergency
Response
Route

Approach Skew

Transit
Bus Route
Non-Motorized
Path
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Old Richardson Highway Intersection Improvements
(8th Avenue)
PROGRAMMED
PROJECT

8th Avenue Crossing

DOT&PF's Old Richardson Highway Intersection Improvements project (NFHWY00158/0620010) includes improvements at the
8th Avenue crossing that will mitigate the sight distance and pedestrian traffic control issues.

The project will:

provide continuity of pedestrian
pathways.
slightly reduce pedestrian delay.
increase space between stopped
Image courtesy of DOT&PF Northern Region http://dot.alaska.gov/nreg/oldrich/

vehicles at crosswalk and tracks.

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

Construction is anticipated in 2022.
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Laurance Road Crossing
ARRC ID 868480N; Eielson Branch; MP G17.55 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
Laurance Road Crossing looking East, July 2020

2-lane major collector
750 vehicles per day
40 mph
Summary
The Laurance Road crossing was analyzed as a
system along with the VFW Street (868482C) and
Dyke Road (868484R) crossings, as they all connect
to the same neighborhood.
There are no non-motorized facilities present at this
crossing; however, wide shoulders on the roadway
are present, which could accommodate pedestrians
and bicyclists.
Two vehicle accidents have been recorded at the
Laurance Road crossing, which lies on a truck route
and a school bus route.
The excessive skew of the crossing and lack of
vehicle storage are of concern.

Single Track
4 trains per day
15 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity
Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Vehicle Storage

HazMat Route

Approach Skew

Emergency
Response
Route

Quick Reference to Other Plans

FAST NMTP (Draft)

APV = 0.067

School Bus
Route
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Reconstruct Laurance Road Crossing

Laurance Road Crossing
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DOT&PF
Priority

$3.3M

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

Reconstructing Laurance Road to be more perpendicular to the tracks will remove the

h

excessive skew and improve safety. Mitigating the skew will also increase sight distance.
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ARRC
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TERM

w

(868402G)

CHALLENGES

Right-of-Way

This alternative should be considered in
conjunction with improving the Dyke Road
crossing and eliminating the VFW Street crossing.
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VFW Street Crossing
ARRC ID 868482C; Eielson Branch; MP G18.36 [Permitee: None. Orphan Crossing.]
VFW Street Crossing looking North, July 2020

2-lane local road
100 vehicles per day
25 mph
Summary
The VFW Street crossing was analyzed as a system
along with the Laurance Road (868480N) and Dyke
Road (868484R) crossings, as they all connect to the
same neighborhood.
The VFW Street crossing was identified due to
concerns regarding the skewed approach to the
railroad tracks, a steep, non-standard roadway
approach grade, and limited sight distance for
vehicles at the crossing. This crossing is primarily
used for access to the residential area north of the
railroad.
There are no non-motorized facilities present at this
crossing.
It appears maintenance of this crossing has been
neglected. The crossing surface is timber planks,
which is not the current ARRC standard. In addition,
this crossing is currently unpermitted.

Single Track
4 trains per day
10 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV =0.007

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance

Approach
Grade

Vehicle Storage
Approach Skew
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Close VFW Street Crossing

VFW Street Crossing

(868402G)

$1.8M
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ARRC
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Maintenance
Reductions

DOT&PF
Priority

w

Crash
Reductions

Lo

MID
TERM

Closing this crossing would improve safety by
eliminating conflict between vehicles and trains.

Consider this alternative in conjunction
with improving the Laurance Road and
Dyke Road crossings.
CHALLENGES

Daphne Lane is an orphan road.

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan
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Dyke Road Crossing
ARRC ID 868484R; Eielson Branch; MP G19.03 [Permitee: DOT&PF]
Dyke Road Crossing looking South, July 2020

2-lane minor collector
665 vehicles per day
25 mph
Summary
The Dyke Road crossing was analyzed as a system
along with the Laurance Road (868480N) and VFW
Street (868482C) crossings, as they all connect to
the same neighborhood.
This crossing was recently improved by a roadway
project; however, the existing approach grade on
Dyke Road does not meet current standards. In
addition, the crossing lacks sufficient sight distance
and vehicle storage.
There are no non-motorized facilities present at this
crossing.

Single Track
4 trains per day
10 mph
Safety and Operational Metrics
Hazard
Index
Accident
Prediction
Value (APV)
Capacity

APV = 0.023

Collision
History

Exposure

Crossing Geometrics & Other Considerations
Sight Distance

Quick Reference to Other Plans

FAST NMTP (Draft)

Vehicle Storage
Approach Grade
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Reconstruct Dyke Road Crossing

Dyke Road Crossing
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DOT&PF
Priority

$0.4M

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan

enhancing sight distance. In addition, removing vegetation from the sight triangles will

h
ig
H

Lo

ARRC
Priority

Flattening the approach grade of Dyke Road to the crossing will improve safety by
further increase sight distance.

w

MID
TERM

w

(868402G)

CHALLENGES

Daphne Lane is
an orphan road.

This alternative should be considered in
conjunction with improving the
Laurance Road crossing and eliminating
the VFW Street crossing.
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Crossing Signal Control Cabinet Replacements
High Priority

*outside of FAST Planning Area

Sheep Creek Road (Goldstream)*
Sheep Creek Road (Ester)
College Road
Old Steese Highway
Steese Expressway

Neely Road (Ft. Wainwright)*
Badger Road
Dennis Road
5th Avenue (North Pole)
Laurance Road (North Pole)

SHORT
TERM
$5.5M

Low Priority
Sheep Creek Road (N. Happy)*
Gaffney Road (Ft. Wainwright)*
Richardson Highway (3 Mile)
*outside of FAST Planning Area

MID
TERM
$1.5M

Crossing signal control bungalows, like the one shown in the photo
inset, house the electrical equipment that controls the flashing
lights, gates, and other railroad signal equipment associated with
a crossing. Bungalows that meet new standards provide superior
protection for the electrical equipment and the personnel who
maintain them, reducing the likelihood of faulty activation of the
signals, as compared to existing cabinets.
High priority locations also need updated signal equipment, while
the lower priority locations need
updated signal equipment and eventually a cabinet replacement.

Fairbanks Road/Rail Crossing Reduction/Realignment Plan
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Fairbanks-North Pole Rail Realignment
VERY LONG
TERM

$816M

The Fairbanks Railroad Industrial Area Relocation, herein referred to as the Fairbanks-North Pole Rail Realignment, proposed to realign the railroad tracks in the FAST
Planning area, removing them and the ARRC Fairbanks Yard from the urban core. The proposed alignment would eliminate many at-grade crossings and locate the tracks
farther away from four schools, thereby improving safety and reducing delay for all users. Furthermore, the new alignment would have higher speed curves, reducing the
likelihood for derailments and allowing faster train speeds (increasing from the current 20- and 25-mph maximum speeds up to 50 mph). Several studies since the 1985
study addressed portions of the project primarily in the area included in Phases 1 and 2 of the original realignment (Fort Wainwright through North Pole). Conditions in the
area have changed since the realignment plan was first introduced in 1985 (e.g., flood plain extents, growth, land use and development, levee regulations, etc.).
A new realignment study matching the extents of the bypass and including the ARRC Fairbanks Yard and potential customer relocations is needed before moving forward.

ARRC
Fairbanks
Yard

3-Mile
Crossing

12-Mile
Crossing
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